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Our Sangha
This special edition of …..connections….. is largely devoted to our sangha. This year our community has been engaged in a rich process
of exploring where we are as a sangha, and how we are unfolding. In this issue, we share many different perspectives of our
community, and are grateful to all those who have contributed to making this a reflection of our sangha as it exists. In doing this, we
hope to strengthen our understanding of the nature of a dharma community and specifically of our community. It is my hope that, as
you read this, you will discover that each of you is integral to what and who our sangha is now. It is the fruit of all those beautiful
expressions of our collective commitment to understand, practise and realize the teachings of the Buddhadharma in our lives that has
created and sustains us as a sangha. May our practice continue to support our own awakening and may the benefits of this ripple out to
all beings. May all beings be free of suffering.
Dana

Cherie Westmoreland

Participants in the first Regina Insight Meditation Community (RIMC) retreat in June, 1994, Round Lake, Saskatchewan.
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MY ROLE AS THE GUIDING TEACHER
Sharda Rogell
When I moved to the San Francisco Bay area in 1977, there
were no dharma centres in the Theravadin Buddhist tradition.
There was one teacher who was beginning to teach introductory
meditation classes in mindfulness. His name was James Baraz,
who is now one of the co-founders of Spirit Rock. I was lucky
to meet James back then and to begin practising the Eightfold
Noble Path of the Buddha. I helped James to develop what is
now called the Spirit Rock community until I left for England in
1987. We had still not found the land for Spirit Rock, but the
community was actively looking. On the East Coast, our
“parent” centre – the Insight Meditation Society – had been
going strong since 1975, but that was about all that was
happening in North America. There were a few meditation
groups that people had started around the country but, except
for the Cambridge Insight Meditation Society in Boston, they
were mostly small peer groups.
When I returned to the Bay area in 2001, the change that had
happened in North America was remarkable. Now Spirit Rock
was a beautiful centre holding regular retreats and classes for
hundreds of people, and there were many satellite groups all
over the country – sitting groups, as well as many established
foundations that either had local guiding teachers or were
inviting teachers to their community to lead retreats. The
Buddhadharma was thriving and continues to thrive.
The Regina Insight Meditation Community was part of this
growth. Dana White (now Dana Anjali) came back from her
travels and experiences overseas and wanted a dharma
community with whom to practise. She asked me, as one of her
teachers, for my support to give her guidance to build the
community and asked if I would come to Regina to lead retreats
as a way to generate interest in the teachings. When we began in
1993, a handful of people were interested in learning and
practising the dharma. That’s all that we needed!
With Dana’s motivation and determination, with people who
were keenly interested, and with my guidance, the community
has grown into a viable dharma community that now has around

60 to 70 committed people involved. There are a local Sangha
Council that meets regularly to support the on-going running of
the community, a weekly meditation sitting group, and retreats
with invited senior teachers. Many other events happen, from
dharma discussion groups to healing circles that nourish people
locally.
My role emerged as the guiding teacher for the community. A
guiding teacher is invaluable in supporting the community to live
within the integrity of the Buddha’s teachings. As practitioners,
myself included, we are attempting to translate what the Buddha
taught in a way that is relevant for every aspect of our daily lives
– our relationships, our work, our family situations, our money
issues, our sexuality. When the Buddha taught 2500 years ago, he
had made the choice to leave behind his family and worldly
responsibilities and to adorn himself with saffron robes.
Therefore, his teachings were largely for those who had done the
same.
Most of us are not making this choice. We are attempting to live
our lives in the world, in relationship, in the most wise and
conscious way possible. The way to do this is not clear for us.
We therefore need to support each other as we find clarity and
direction in our lives. To guide the sangha (community), having
a teacher who has trod some of this territory before is the
lineage of our tradition – the tradition to be guided by the noble
ones. For myself, guiding the RIMC gives me the opportunity to
explore these issues of integrating our practice in a very direct
way. This contributes to my own growth and understanding for
which I am grateful. Bearing witness to the growth of the
community and the individuals in the community is one of the
great joys of my life. And I am glad to be part of this community
as long as my input is beneficial.
My wish is that each person falls more deeply in love with the
truth that is dynamically alive before you, so that your heart
expands wide enough to hold every suffering being with love.
May all beings be free.

About Our Sangha
Pat Cavanaugh
In 2006, the Regina Insight Meditation Community enters into
its thirteenth year.
In 1993, our sangha was born when Dana White (now Anjali) –
who had recently returned from India where she had met her
teacher in the Vipassana meditation tradition, Sharda Rogell –
began to meditate regularly with a friend. Soon this sitting group
had grown to five people who practised together weekly. In the
summer of 1994, Dana invited Sharda to teach our first retreat
which was held at Round Lake, Saskatchewan. Some of those
who sat that first retreat are still actively involved in our
community (see our cover picture – how many can you
recognize?). Since then, Dana and the Sangha Council, which
was established in 1999, have ensured that retreats (e.g., nonresidential weekend retreats and residential retreats lasting from
three to eight days) and other similar opportunities such as days
of mindfulness and weekend dharma study sessions, to deepen
our practice have been offered on a regular basis.

Sharda Rogell has committed herself to our sangha as our
guiding teacher. She has taught retreats every year (it looks as
though 2006 will be the first year since 1994 that she is unable to
teach here), guided us through individual interviews, supported
Dana and the Sangha Council in our development and
functioning, and led dharma study sessions for us. Her wisdom,
compassion and skillful teaching are at the heart of our
community.
Over the years, we have also invited other teachers to lead
retreats. We are grateful to Joanne Broatch, Rodney Smith,
Myoshin Kelley and Howie Cohn for sharing the teachings in
their own unique and helpful ways.
While Sharda provides basic guidance to our sangha, Dana is the
inspiring force on a day-to-day basis, and holds our focus and
direction in her role as Community Dharma Leader. She has
facilitated the Wednesday Night Sitting Group from the
beginning. In 1999, a Sangha Council was formed to assist her
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in the great amount of work involved in making decisions and
organizing the functions of our community. In 2003, Dana
completed the Community Dharma Leader Training Program
offered by Spirit Rock Meditation Center near San Francisco.
Dana is also mentored by Sharda on an ongoing basis. She has
taught introductory classes, days of mindfulness and nonresidential Vipassana and loving-kindness retreats in Saskatoon,
Birch Lake, and Winnipeg as well as in Regina. In addition, she
leads the Sangha Council and nourishes and guides our practice
as individuals through personal interviews.
The Wednesday Night Sitting Group has been the mainstay of
our community but we have also developed other opportunities
for deepening our practice. These include meditation classes

taught by Dana, dharma discussion groups, special interest
groups (such as engaged practice and creativity groups), a tape
and book lending library, non-residential and residential retreats
and dharma study weekends taught by Sharda. In 2000, we
began issuing a newsletter, …..connections….., which comes out
once or twice a year.
Our sangha is our refuge, a source of inspiration, support and
growth. The practice of the Buddhadharma is woven through
the ways in which we relate to each other and support one
another in bringing our spiritual practice into our daily lives. We
welcome anyone who wishes to explore these teachings and this
practice.

Sangha Council – Its Place in Our Community – and My Role as Community Dharma Leader
For this issue of …..connections….., I’ll be focusing on Sangha
Council, what it is, and how it relates to RIMC as a whole, and
on my role as the Community Dharma Leader. Over time, we
have discovered that the Sangha Council is a bit of a mystery in
terms of how people become members and what its role is in
the community. I hope that this article will shed some light on
this important aspect of our community structure. Before going
into details, however, it is important to emphasize that, early in
our Sitting Group’s existence, we decided that we would be a
Vipassana group. This meant that the dharma teachings and
practices central in the group would come primarily from the
Theravadin lineage of Buddhist teachings. We saw the wisdom
of doing this as otherwise it could easily be confusing for
participants. Though our basic orientation is still Vipassana
meditation, it’s absolutely fine to share experience and readings
from other Buddhist and spiritual traditions.
What Is t he S ang ha Counci l?
The Sangha Council came into being in 1999, when several
conditions came together. At the time, I was feeling
overwhelmed with all the things that needed to be done to keep
our community going, and many of the long-time sangha
members were both willing and wanting to be more involved in
supporting and guiding the direction of RIMC.
Recognizing the need for a council, Sharda Rogell and I
developed criteria for its members because those who would be
guiding the community needed to have a good grounding in the
Buddhadharma, particularly in the Vipassana tradition of
practice, in order to maintain alignment with dharma principles.
The criteria set were, and still are, that council members need to
have been actively involved with RIMC for five years or more,
and, preferably, that they have some connection with the
Wednesday Night Sitting Group reasonably regularly. They need
to have attended a substantial number of residential retreats and
to have an active commitment to dharma practice, integrating
the teachings into their lives. There was no set number of
council members, though we have since found that seven to ten
members works best.
We formed the first Sangha Council by inviting all the long-term
community members who met the criteria to serve on it.
Fourteen people agreed to do so. We found in practice that this
number of members was unwieldy as we tried to reach decisions
through consensus. Most of us would leave our two-hour
council meetings utterly exhausted!

Since then, as members have retired from the council, from time
to time and with consulting Sharda, I have invited sangha
members to join the council as needed and as individuals have
enough experience, from a practice perspective, to serve. As
sangha members take increasing interest in contributing to the
running and serving of our the community as well as in
committing to dharma practice on retreat and in daily life, they
will be invited to be involved with the council directly or to
serve the community in some way. In dharma communities,
those who engage in serving the sangha naturally become more
involved in holding the community.
Besides me, the council currently includes: Cherie
Westmoreland, Pat Cavanaugh, Susan Wiebe, Jill Forrester,
Shannon Corkery, Maureen McKenzie and Chris Gilboy, with
Bob Corkery on sabbatical. Until recently, Susan Neden also
served on council, generously sharing with the rest of us her
skills, wisdom and dedication to the dharma. There are also four
council-support persons: Sandra Brandt who does the finances,
Gladys Behnsen who chairs the meetings, and Linea Noels and
Yvette Young who alternately write the minutes, which are
always available in the library once they have been approved by
council. This frees up council members to participate fully in
meetings. Although these support persons are not full members,
each contributes much to the discussions and adds wonderful
perspectives that some of us who have been involved with
RIMC for a long time have lost sight of.
Council meetings have become a rich process as we go about
planning, supporting and guiding the community. We continue
to learn how to work with our differences in ways that are
respectful to each of us. We have very clear intentions to interact
within the context of our meditation practice. Whereas we at
first felt exhausted by our meetings, we now often sense the
enrichment that comes from our participation.
Our Sangha Council meets monthly, usually the third Sunday
from 9:30 a.m. to noon. Members take on a range of activities
and responsibilities as part of their commitment to the sangha.
What is Sangha Council’s Relationship with the Community?
In our role as council members, it is our intention to represent
the sangha by making decisions based on what serves our
community as a whole rather than from our personal
preferences. Sangha Council members thus guide the
community rather than have control over the sangha. If this is
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not understood clearly, the council could appear to exert control
rather than offer guidance. In our “sangha visioning café” last
February, it became clear that there was some misunderstanding
of this difference. I think this misunderstanding has largely
arisen because, as we have grown, we have not yet found an
effective form for mutual sharing between sangha members and
the council. The Wednesday Night Sitting Group is the only
regular meeting of our community and is primarily an open
practice and discussion group. As such, it is neither the best time
nor place to provide information specific to the RIMC other
than briefly at announcement time. The information session we
held last September was a unique exception. The whole
community mindfulness process that we are undertaking is to try
to close this communication gap so that the decisions and
directions of our community are more closely connected to the
needs and interests of our sangha.
Anyone, at any time, is encouraged to approach the council
about an issue, idea, or anything else that you wish to be brought
up at a council meeting. You can do this by speaking to a
council member directly, asking her or him to bring it to council.
Alternatively, you can come to a meeting and present it yourself.
If you would like to do this, you could just let one of the council
members know so that we can put you on the agenda.
When an idea is put forward, council takes into consideration
the whole picture of the RIMC, how the idea fits into dharma
practice, and what commitments are needed to follow through
on it. Most council members have their plates full with their
own work and family commitments as well as the various
responsibilities they carry for the community. It is not an
exaggeration to say we are often tautly stretched, so we
increasingly rely on non-council members to contribute time and
energy. Yet there usually needs to be some involvement of
council or long-term sangha members to hold special groups or
activities within the dharma. An example of this is RIMC
discussion groups in which two or three council members
usually participate to help ground the discussion in the dharma.
This is important because all our activities are forms of practice
– not apart from it.
It is natural that members of our community may wish to get
together to form groups or to develop projects. If you would
like your proposed group or project to be recognized as a RIMC
activity, it would be important to have some kind of direct
connection with the council.
If there are still any questions or unclear areas with regard to the
Sangha Council, please do let us know.
What Is My R ole a s Co mm unity D har ma Lead er ?
In the first three to four years of the Wednesday Night Sitting
Group’s existence, we were essentially peer-led, though I had a
primary role simply because I had had more exposure to the
teachings and practice. I led in an informal way. Following that
initial period, the community – in consultation with Sharda –
invited me to formally assume a facilitator role, which, in my
memory, helped create more of a sense of safety so that sangha
members could share their experiences more freely.
In 2003, with substantial financial help from the sangha for
which I am very appreciative, I completed the 2! year
Community Dharma Leader (CDL) program at Spirit Rock. This
program is designed to support those who are committed to
dharma service in their communities, and participation in it can

take place only through invitation by one’s primary teacher.
Sharda invited me to attend as I had both a firm basis of practice
and a commitment to RIMC through dharma service. The
training was invaluable in enabling me to lead our community,
and I feel it gave me much confidence in my role of leading
groups and guiding the community.
In the Buddhist tradition, practitioners are invited to take on
more of a teaching role only when their primary teacher feels
they are ready to assume that responsibility. This tradition is very
much a safeguard for the purity of the teachings, ensuring that
individuals do not take on more authority than they are ready for
with regard to teaching. So right now my capacity is a CDL. In
this role, I can lead sitting groups and teach non-residential
weekend retreats. I am not a dharma teacher at this point even
though in my role I am authorized to teach the dharma.
My role is to teach, facilitate, and hold the dharma in the
community in terms of what is taught and how the community
interacts and unfolds. Because of this responsibility, I have a
strong voice both on council and in the community. When I
need guidance around dharma issues, I consult with Sharda, so
she is directly involved in our unfolding. Guiding a community
is not something with which I had any previous experience, so
I’ve had to learn as I go along as we all have. Sharda’s wise voice
has been a huge support for me in being able to lead our
community.
Some additional functions that I carry out in my role as the CDL
are: choosing teachers (whom I usually know personally through
having sat retreats led by them) for retreats in conjunction with
council, and making all the arrangements for RIMC’s retreat
schedule including communication with teachers about dates,
themes, flight arrangements and so on (this is usually done 12 to
18 months before a retreat happens); being available to support
individuals in the sangha with their practice if they wish;
involvement (along with Chris Gilboy and Susan Neden) in
developing our website, which is progressing gradually; and
occasionally speaking to outside groups about our practice.
What Is Our Relationship to the Larger Dharma Community?
In our “visioning café”, some questions came up around
RIMC’s relationship with the larger dharma community. I will
clarify how I see this relationship. I have a connection with
Spirit Rock because of my participation in the CDL program,
but beyond this I have no formal ties to that centre. As a
community, we have no formal affiliation with Spirit Rock nor
with any other dharma centre. Our main link with the outer
dharma community is through Sharda as a dharma teacher and
her connections with Spirit Rock and the Insight Meditation
Society in Barre, Massachusetts. The various dharma centres,
therefore, have no direct influence on decisions made within our
sangha. Yet at the same time we do have a connection with them
because we share the same practice.

!
My New Nam e!
I am joyfully changing my name to a dharma name, Dana Sunita
Anjali. A dharma name is one that in itself becomes an
aspiration which gives direction to our spiritual path. Sharda
gave me the name Dana (“generosity”) thirteen years ago and
Anjali (“offering”) was also present, though at the time I didn’t
recognize it. I have chosen Sunita as my middle name.
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Generosity at the Heart of the Dharma and the Community
Mary Cronin
Dana or generosity is at the very heart of a spiritual life.
According to the Buddha, it is essential in our connection to
each other and all sentient beings. The roots of the now-thriving
Regina Community could not have been sown nor continued to
thrive without various forms of generosity – people sharing
what they have, be it time, knowledge, skills, talents, space, food
and drink, books or other belongings, and money. Although
dana refers to this general sense of generosity, within the
Vipassana tradition of Buddhism, it also has taken on a more
specific connotation: Dana is the practice of supporting the
continued existence of the Buddhadarma (teachings of the
Buddha) by caring for those who are entrusted to share
teachings. Without dana, the Buddhadarma would not have
survived. In this brief history of dana within our Regina
Community, I will touch on both types of “generosity” starting
with the more general.
Dana Anjali (White), our Community Dharma Leader and
founder, worked tirelessly to establish the Regina Sangha. For
the first five years of its life, she was “the only worker in the
community’s Regina vineyard.” The early residential retreats at
Round Lake would not have taken place without her
organizational and practical work including buying all the food
and preparing some beforehand. In addition to freely offering
her practical know-how, Dana faithfully led and inspired the
Wednesday-night sittings and taught meditation classes. All in
all, Dana has generously contributed thousands of unpaid hours
to our community.
In countless essential ways over the years, Sharda, Dana’s
spiritual teacher, has faithfully supported our community. It is
safe to say that, without Sharda’s guiding spirit, neither Dana nor
the members who were around in the early days could have
sown such deep roots. For the past ten years, Sharda has made
numerous visits to Regina, not only to lead retreats, and support
community members with their own practice, but also to be a
strong support for our Sangha Council. Furthermore, Dana
regularly spends time consulting with Sharda and deepening her
own understandings which she in turn passes on to us. We in
the Regina Sangha are truly the beneficiaries of Sharda’s
generous spirit.
As the community does not have a building of its own, people
have always met for meditation and other meetings in homes:
first in Jan Johnston’s and Dana’s homes followed by a period in
Linda Harcourt’s studio and more recently (and still today) in
Chris Gilboy’s spacious home. In addition to opening his home
to us, Chris carries out many chores behind the scene including
editing this newsletter.
Since 1999, when the Sangha Council was formed, council
members have been a core group of volunteers helping Dana
and the community in many practical ways, and sharing in the
holding and growth of the community. Many community
members, too, have offered their time and energy to, for
example, putting up posters, maintaining mailing lists, keeping

financial accounts for RIMC, and looking after the tape and
book library.
Although there are several noteworthy acts of dana, throughout
the life of this community, Dana has been the embodiment of
generosity, giving freely of her time, talents and foregoing other
opportunities to “make a decent living.” In our midst, we have
always had Dana’s shining example of generosity. It is apt that
Sharda, in her wisdom, gave Dana her name. Unfortunately,
virtue does not pay the bills nor put food in our bellies which
gets me to the second meaning of dana.
In the spirit of generosity, teachers and community meditation
leaders offer their guidance and their experience in the dharma
to nurture the Sangha and individuals in it. The teachings have
always been considered priceless and, therefore, could not be
given a monetary value. Since the time of the Buddha, they have
been offered freely to maintain their purity; those who teach the
dharma cannot do so for financial gain. Offering these precious
teachings freely has ensured that they are available to whomever
wishes to hear them. Although our community is sustained and
held both in spirit and in numerous practical and organizational
ways by Dana, she has not been able to sustain herself solely
from our generosity. In recent years, Dana has had to take on
more outside work and to rely on the volunteer efforts of a
faithful core to keep the community vibrant. In interviewing
Dana for this piece, I was shocked to learn that over the past
two years, the dana from the Wednesday sittings together with a
generous monthly pledge from a sangha member only covers
about 60% of Dana’s rent. This figure is sobering and demands
our heartfelt reflection.*
The practice of dana has kept the dharma alive for 2,600 years. It
is a practice which needs to continue to flourish and grow in the
Regina Community and also a practice we need to investigate in
each of our individual spiritual journeys. As a group, we are
generous in many ways. Nevertheless, each one of us also has
our shadowy urges of grasping and resistance. Perhaps in future
we will speak more openly in the community about the uplifting
practice of dana (including the taboo topic of money); and of
how we sustain our leader, Dana, in her and our spiritual
journeys. In addition, becoming more conscious of the acts of
generosity of council members and of some extraordinary gifts
to us, such as the use of Chris’s home, will allow us to express
our gratitude and rejoice in this steadfast practice that has kept
the Buddhadharma alive for two-and-a-half millennia. To
cultivate generosity is to cultivate a very powerful and liberating
practice. It was the first practice taught by the Buddha to lay
people because of its transformative power to help us let go of
grasping. Once each of us freely embraces the spirit of dana, we
will feel joyous ripples throughout our lives, and our community
will blossom from the heart.
* Since this article was written and last September’s meeting,
there is more awareness of this issue and Dana is very grateful
for the additional financial support.

SUMMER HOLIDAY PLANS
Please note that our long residential retreat this year has moved from its usual date in May to August 5 to 12, and
will be taught by No rm an F eldm an and Molly Sw an as Sharda is taking a well earned sabbatical leave.
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Listening and Sharing
Cherie Westmoreland
It seems that whenever an organization, group, or relationship
experiences change and growth, within which we often feel
uncomfortable, we might hear the comment, “We need to
improve communication!” But what does this truly mean, and
what does “communicating” mean in a unique community such
as ours?
We come together, in a very informal, amorphous way, because
of our shared love of the dharma. When we say that, however,
what do we mean, because each person was drawn here and is
here for particular and personal reasons? Yet here we all are,
sharing this path together. For some of us, gathering weekly to
sit together is what nourishes us. Others might want to explore
deeply the Buddha's teachings. Some of us are anxious to
deepen our practice by attending residential retreats. Some are
drawn by the internal exploration and shared silence that the
practice suggests. Others of us are drawn by our need for
community and dialogue together.
By its very nature, this community is unlike any other kind of
group that gathers together, whether it is a non-profit
corporation, a sport or recreation group, a faith community, or a
service organization. In a very real sense, this prairie sangha is a
pioneer experience. Everything we do is rooted in the practice of
dana, or generosity. There are no paid staff, no owned facilities,
and no guidebook. Dana, whose commitment to the dharma
expressed itself in beginning meditation sittings and organizing
the first Saskatchewan retreat in 1994, has continued that
commitment for our community ever since. It is through our
generosity, our dana contributions, that Dana is supported in this
work – work that benefits each of us. Chris Gilboy opens his
home to the community, generously providing us with a place to
meet each week, and to hold special community events,
mindfulness days and public talks.
As the needs of the community made themselves apparent, as
we moved and grew and changed, a Sangha Council was created
to help hold and support the community. The council is a group
of volunteers who have a relatively lengthy and sustained
practice. Members give of their time, their commitment to
mindfulness and awareness within the council process itself, to

support the emerging needs of the community. This, too, is an
organic process, without predetermined benchmarks, outcomes
or expectations. Having said that, the council still must plan
retreat schedules two years in advance, organize introductory
classes, manage the finances, put various communication tools
in place, and support the offerings of time and energy from the
community that, in turn, support each of us in our practice.
As this sangha has grown, so have the ways in which we
communicate with each other. In the beginning, most of the
information was shared at the weekly sitting group, and posters
were mailed out or hung on public notice boards to create
awareness about upcoming retreats. In the late 90s, we
developed a phone tree, which has since transformed into
sending information by e-mail. In 2000, the proposal to start a
newsletter, ….. connections ….., began to be discussed, with Chris
Gilboy and Linda Harcourt offering to be its editors. The first
issue was printed and circulated in fall of that year. Now we are
developing a website. Through attending residential and nonresidential retreats, the Wednesday Night Sitting Group,
introductory classes, dharma discussion groups, and social
events, we have precious opportunities to dialogue and
otherwise connect with each other.
In this unique environment, where each of us is challenged,
through our love of the dharma, to become more conscious of
our own patterns and habits of relating and communicating, we
are also challenged to take responsibility for what we know, and
for what we want to know – for sharing and for asking – for
suggesting and for offering. There is no separation. We are
simply a gathering of people who share a common yearning and
a resonance with a body of teachings. Yet, even within this
common ground, each of us has our own unique and personal
experience.
Having been involved with this community since the beginning
in 1994, I am both humbled and amazed by the foothold that
this practice has, and by the beauty and strength of this prairie
sangha. Similar amazement is expressed by every teacher who
has been with us. Sometimes, I forget what a precious gift this is
– a gift of grace.

The Retreat Experience
Jill Forrester
I am writing about my understanding of how the retreat
experience supports the sangha and why it is important that we
in the sangha support retreats. For me, the question is “How
does the sangha support my practice to awaken and how does
my practice support other sangha members?” For surely that is
what a sangha is ... a group of people who join together to
support each other in the challenging task of waking up to our
true nature.
The Dalai Lama says “The purpose of life is to be happy. As a
Buddhist I have found that one's own mental attitude is the
most influential factor in working toward that goal. In order to
change conditions outside ourselves we must first change within
ourselves. Inner peace is the key. In that state of mind you can
face difficulties with calm and reason, while keeping your inner

happiness. The Buddhist teachings of love, kindness, and
tolerance, the conduct of nonviolence, and the theory that all
things are relative, as well as a variety of techniques for calming
the mind, are sources of that inner peace.”
My own interest in practice came as a result of an understanding
of the suffering in my own heart and mind. I could see that there
were people who knew how to be happy and I knew that I did
not. I had some beginning intuitive understanding that much of
my suffering originated in my mind, as the thought would lead
to the deed ... and I saw that my strategies for happiness
generally proved ineffective at best and disastrous at worst. As I
had two young children, they suffered as well. So when I
discovered that Buddhist teachings provided insight into the
working of the mind, and into the causes and ending of
….. connections ….. 6

suffering, I was very interested in learning more about them. I
had the good fortune of meeting Dana when she began the
sangha in Regina and took on the task of leading me down the
path to freedom from suffering. For me, this was the beginning
of sangha. Four of us would sit together – me with a deep desire
to find a route to happiness but with very little understanding of
the method and the map.
I also remember Joseph Goldstein saying that his teacher,
Munindra, said “If you want to know the mind, you have to
study the mind.”
After sitting a few short retreats, I recognized that the retreat
format provided a wonderful way to get to know the heart and
mind, and that the more I came to experience this knowledge,
the less I suffered. The retreat structure allows us to be like a
monk or nun for a short period of time. We are sheltered from
the outside world and from the tasks of daily life including
preparing our meals. We have the inspiration and support of the
guiding teachers, and the gift of their sharing their experience on
the path. We support our fellow retreatants, knowing we are not
alone in our journey to find happiness using a route that is in
many ways the opposite of what our culture insists is the way to
become happy. Mark Epstein describes our situation well: “We
are locked into our minds, but we do not really know them. We
are adrift and struggling, buffeted by the waves of our minds,
having not learned how to float.” Well, retreats are floating
school to me. My mind is so busy and habitual in its patterns
that it takes time and effort for me to see what is going on, to
come to understand what creates suffering and what creates
happiness, and to allow those insights to transform naturally my
heart and mind. Being in retreat offers me the time to develop
the effort like no other method that I know.
Over the last 12 years, I have sat a number of retreats including
several that have been six weeks long (we say “sitting” a retreat,
but really we sit, walk, eat, sleep, go for walks in nature, attend

wonderful dharma talks and have individual and/or group
check-in times with our guiding teachers; we don't have to
attend to our lists of things to do, telephones, computers, and
daily family and work responsibilities nor be buffeted by
information about world events). The retreat experience is a
crucial piece of my practice, enabling me to be steeped in the
teachings, mentored by elder practitioners, and supported by
other yogis. People who have not sat a retreat often comment
on how brave it is to sit a long retreat, and ask “How do you do
it? It must be so difficult!” I do not find that to be my
experience. For me, living an awakened life out in the world is
the difficult task. The retreat experience is the training camp in
which I am secluded from other distractions, and am nurtured
and guided. The real challenge is how to respond to the ten
thousand joys and ten thousand sorrows we encounter in our
daily life. I again quote Mark Epstein from his book, Thoughts
without a Thinker, “Meditation is not world denying; the slowing
down that it requires is in service of closer examination of the
day-to-day mind.”
To me, because we live in a culture that offers instant
gratification, analysis that fixes the blame, not the problem, and
constant messages of fear and despair, choosing a practice which
offers meditation and teachings about generosity, kindness,
ethical conduct and self reflection is an act of great courage. So,
in our sangha, we inspire and support each other by example, by
sharing our experiences and by working together to create
opportunities to sit retreats together. We are extremely fortunate
to be able to invite teachers and have them come to “the sangha
in the middle of nowhere.” So I invite those of you who have
not sat a retreat to give it a try, and those who feel the pull to sit
longer ones to give yourself that gift.
I offer these writings with the hope that they contribute to our
mutual journey of liberation from suffering. May we be happy
and peaceful. May we be free of suffering.

Being Part of the RIMC Sangha and Council
Bob Corkery
When I first became interested in Buddhism, I read dharma
books and attempted to learn how to mediate on my own. I
soon became aware that it would be very difficult to develop and
nurture a spiritual path without formal teachings, practice and
the support of others.
To me, being part of a sangha is fundamental to my spiritual
growth. The sangha provides a place to meditate; offers
teachings and retreats. The sangha also provides the opportunity
to practise with like-minded people, friends and family. My
daughter, Shannon, is also part of the sangha.
I have found that practising with other members of the sangha
has been very meaningful and beneficial. I have greatly benefited
from the wisdom of the other members of the sangha. I
continually benefit by practising with a sangha that exemplifies
generosity, patience, compassion, respect and loving kindness.
The sangha provides a loving environment in which I can learn
from others and where we can support each other.

I am (though now on sabbatical), and have been for
approximately two years, a member of the RIMC Sangha
Council. My experience on council has been enriching. I am very
impressed with how committed the council members are to the
dharma. The sangha is able to thrive because council and sangha
members are very generous with their time and resources.
I used to take various things for granted. For example, I
expected there to be Wednesday night sittings and expected
someone to open Chris’s home. I also assumed someone would
organize and co-ordinate the formal teachings, retreats, and so
on. After a couple of council meetings, I realized that it takes a
lot of resources (time, effort, volunteers) to support our sangha.
I feel we are very fortunate to have a sangha in Regina.
The spiritual path can be difficult, but I find it comforting to be
able to travel this path with so many wonderful people.
Namaste.
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VIPASSANA EVENTS
THE SASKATCHEWAN SCENE, 2006
February 11 and 12

“Cultivating an Open Heart” Metta Retreat, non-residential, with Dan a Anj ali (W hit e) at Seniors'
Education Centre, Regina; $40 plus dana; to register, please call Shannon Corkery at 543-2914

February 18

Sangha Pot-Luck Breakfast and Visioning Morning, 9 a.m. to noon, at 2672 Robinson Street (those
intending to participate are asked to confirm their interest as soon as possible by contacting Chris
Gilboy at cgilboy@ir.gov.sk.ca or 522-0616)

February 18 and 19

“Cultivating an Open Heart” Metta Retreat, non-residential, with Dan a Anj ali (W hit e) at
Queenshouse, Saskatoon; $70 plus dana; to register, please call Doris Larson at 242-5004

May 12 and 13, 26 and 27,
and June 9 and 10

Meditation classes taught by D ana A nja li (W hite); Friday evenings 7 to 9 p.m.,
Saturday mornings 10 a.m. to noon; $25 plus dana; to register, please call Chris Gilboy at 522-0616

May 18 to 22

“Deep Rest” Residential Retreat with J ay a Ashmore and Gem ma P olo : this retreat will have a nontraditional form; at Wood Acres Retreat Centre, Moose Jaw; $330 plus dana; to register, please call Chris
Gilboy at 522-0616

August 5 to 12

“Celebrating Buddha, Dharma and Sangha” Residential Retreat with Norm an F eldm an and Molly
Swa n at Wood Acres Retreat Centre, Moose Jaw; $495 plus dana

September 1 to 4

Residential retreat with J oann e Bro atch at the Saskatchewan Ursuline Centre, Bruno; to register, please
call Doris Larson at 242-5004

November 10 to 13

Residential Retreat with Ho war d Co hn at Wood Acres Retreat Centre, Moose Jaw

About Our Teachers
Sharda Rogell is the guiding teacher for the Regina Insight Meditation Community. She started practising in the
Theravadin Buddhist tradition in 1979 and teaching worldwide in 1985. She brings a strong emphasis to awakening
heartfulness. Sharda has also been influenced by the non-dual teachings of Advaita Vedanta, as well as Dzogchen in the
Tibetan tradition. She presently teaches at the Insight Meditation Society in Massachusetts, and Spirit Rock Meditation
Center in California.
Joanne Broatch has been practising Vipassana in the Theravadin tradition since 1980, and teaching since 1994. Her
primary guide as a practitioner and a teacher is Jack Kornfield. She has practised extensively with senior teachers at I.M.S.
and Spirit Rock. She is influenced by Diamond Heart work, the Painting Experience, and her years as a teacher, business
consultant, writer and editor. She teaches retreats in Canada and the U.S., and has classes and sitting groups in Vancouver.
Jaya Ashmore immersed herself in India and in meditation starting in 1987. Born in the United States, she studied religion
and art at Harvard. She is based in Lucknow, India, where she spent over 6 years with Poonjaji, a teacher of non-duality.
Jaya has practiced the Japanese healing art of Jin Shin Jyutsu since 1994. Authorized to teach dharma by Christopher
Titmuss, she has had the privilege of facilitating retreats around the world since 1999.
Gemma Polo Pujol, from Barcelona, Spain, has, since the age of 16, practised zazen in the Sanbokyodan Zen school. Her
desire to know the human heart brought her into the experience of living in a Catholic community in the Dominican
Republic and as a contemplative nun in Spain. While seeking out teachers from many spiritual traditions, she studied
agriculture, organic beekeeping, international development and Christian theology. In 2001, she first came to India, where
she now lives. She has been leading retreats in India and around the world with Open Dharma since 2003.
Norman Feldman began practising meditation in the Theravadin tradition in India in 1971. He has practised and studied
with many teachers in the Theravadin, Tibetan and Zen traditions. He has spent long periods without a home, practising
intensively in retreats in Asia and the West. Since 1986, he has been leading Insight Meditation retreats in Asia, Europe and
North America. Norman emphasizes the integration of meditation into daily life as a support for wisdom and compassion.
He is a guiding teacher and founder of the new retreat centre, True North Insight, which is coming into being in Ontario.
Molly Swan has been engaging in spiritual inquiry and dharma practice since the 1980s in Asia, Europe and North America.
Her path has been primarily the teachings and practice of the Buddha because they speak with such clarity and possibility of
the liberation of heart and mind. She practises and studies meditation in the Theravadin tradition, and also in the tradition
of Korean Zen. For years Molly has been supporting others on their spiritual path as a retreat organizer and manager, and,
since 1997, teaching Insight Meditation retreats. She is a guiding teacher and founder of the new retreat centre, True North
Insight, which is coming into being in Ontario.
Howard Cohn has practised meditation since 1972. He has lead Vipassana retreats since 1985 and leads ongoing classes in
San Francisco and Sausalito. He has studied with many Asian and western teachers of several traditions, including
Theravada, Zen, Dzogchen and Advaita Vedanta. He has been strongly influenced by contact with the Indian master
H.W.L. Poonja. He has done postgraduate work in East/West Psychology and has a private counseling practice.
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Dana Anjali (White) has been practising Insight Meditation since 1988. In 1993, she founded the Regina Insight
Meditation Community where she is the Dharma Guide and is mentored by her teacher, Sharda Rogell. Since 2003, after
completing her training at Spirit Rock, Dana has been the Community Dharma Leader. She teaches meditation classes,
weekend non-residential retreats and leads the Wednesday Night Sitting Group in Regina as well as supporting people in
their ongoing meditation practice. For the past three years, Dana has also been teaching Healing through Meditation classes.
Retreats: require pre-registration. If you are on our regular mailing list (please contact us if you wish to be placed on it), details of
residential retreats will be mailed two to three months before the event. Plea se a sk retr eat cont act per son s a bout scholarshi ps if your
financial situation deters you from attending.
Days of Mindfulness: We try to ensure that the opportunity for more extended practice is available to the community by setting aside
the fourth Sunday of each month in which there is no scheduled retreat. Half-day (9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.) or
full-day (9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.) sessions made up of alternating periods of sitting and walking meditation with a taped dharma talk during
the afternoon; 2672 Robinson Street. Information is distributed by e-mail, or please contact Maureen (306-352-1750) or Chris (306-5220616).
Meditation Evenings and Public Talks: Please look for posters at traditional locations announcing public talks by visiting teachers
when they are in Regina or Saskatoon.
Weekly Sitting Group: Regina
Weekly Sitting Group: Saskatoon

Wednesdays throughout the year, 7:30 to 9:15 p.m.; 2672 Robinson Street; Dana Anjali
(White) will lead whenever possible; 45-minute sitting, about 50 minutes for discussion, and
10 minutes for dedication of merit and closing announcements
Sundays throughout the year, 7:30 to 9:00 p.m.; Yoga Central, 211B – 3521 8th Street,
Eastwood Centre; 45-minute sitting, 45-minute discussion

ALL EVENTS ar e fr agra nce free – p lease avoi d w eari ng p erfu mes, per fu med ski n-car e pr oducts, clothi ng wa shed in fragra nced
det ergent s, or an ythi ng else w hic h can ca use di stress to tho se who ar e chemica lly sen sitive.
Contacts for Regina Insight Meditation Community information: Maureen (306-352-1750) or Chris (306-522-0616).
Contact for Saskatoon events: Doris (306-242-5004).

THE CALGARY SCENE, 2006
June 16-25

Jhana retreat, residential, with V en erab le H en epo la Gu nar ata na Nay aka Thera at Sanctum
Retreat Centre, Caroline, Alberta (www.sanctumretreat.ca); for information, please contact Judy at
metta2u@hotmail.com or at 403-241-2219, or Barbara at four_dharma@hotmail.com or at 403243-9697

Last Sunday of the month

Winter 2006 One Day Retreats, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.; $25 + dana; please bring your lunch,
journal and meditation cushion; tea and treats will be available:
“Five Daily Reflections,” with Bud dhap ali ( Bar bar a)
“The Paramis – the Ten Perfections of the Heart” with Ku sa la (Judy)
“The Seasons of Our Lives” with Bud d ha pa li (Barbar a)

January 29
February 19
March 26

Take time to spend a day in silence, inner reflection and simply being at home with yourself. These one day retreats are made up of
alternating periods of walking and sitting meditation, mindfully eating lunch, and a period of very gentle yoga practice. The day ends
with a dharma talk. There is time for journaling and rest. All are welcome. Some instructions will be given.
Sitting Groups:
Ca lgary Vip a ssana S ang ha meets 2nd and 4th Thursdays from September to May to meditate and study the teachings of the Buddha.
This is for experienced meditators. Suggested donation $5. For further information on retreats or meditation classes, call Judy at 403241-2219 or contact us at www.yogameditationcentercalgary.ca
Ca lgary Ther avad in M edit ation S ociety, meets 1st and 3rd Wednesdays, 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.; open to all meditators with experience in
Vipassana meditation; contact Anne Mahoney at mahoneycoleman@shaw.ca or 403-270-8450
Mett a Stud y Grou p, meets 2nd and 4th Mondays, 7:30 to 9:00 p.m.; contact Anne Mahoney (403-270-8450)
Com munit y of Min dful Living , Bow Va lley Sa ngha, Can m ore, meets every Tuesday, 8:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.; occasional days of
mindfulness and non-residential retreats; visitors and beginners welcome; contact Mary Dumka (403-678-2034)

THE WINNIPEG SCENE, 2006
Sitting Groups:

Winnip eg Vip assan a M editation Gro up, meets Sundays at 9:30 a.m. at Yoga North, 109 Pulford
Street (basement of Augustine Church) for sitting (about 30 minutes) and discussion (30 to 45
minutes); contact Nelle Oosterom (204) 453-3637
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The RIMC – Its Place in my Life
Maureen McKenzie
I find it difficult to put in words what this association means to
me, as is the case with all matters of my heart.
The sangha really has been a sort of haven that allows me to see,
and then to travel beyond, my fears and insecurities. I love the
sense of community, of family, of like-minded people searching
for the truth of this existence. I love the exploration of the
teachings of the Buddha, the deep thrill of being present to my
experience, feeling my life, and seeing what is true for myself.

There is no way that I would have had the inclination or the
tenacity to travel this path without the inspiration and counsel of
fellow travelers who, in so many ways (most importantly by
simply being present), lend encouragement to me, as I do to
them. My life now is touched with commitment, confidence,
spiritual friendship, generosity and gratitude … all gifts of this
practice and the RIMC. Thank you Chris, Dana, Sharda, Joanne
and all my teachers.

Moving Toward Clarity
Donna Burks
Four years ago, after a very long absence, I returned to my home
on the prairies. The plane had barely touched down when I
found myself reeling amid a multitude of crumbling illusions. As
time progressed, tremendous challenges began to emerge out of
the rubble. I was frightened, confused and depressed, with no
clue as to how to regain any ground under my feet. It was at this
point that I stumbled upon RIMC’s Wednesday Night Sitting
Group.
Over the past two years, the RIMC has become the nucleus of
my life. As a result of my daily sitting practice, the teachings I’m
learning in my dharma discussion group and the Wednesday
Night Sitting Group, and the retreats I’ve been fortunate enough
to attend (even when I could not afford it), understandings that
have eluded me for years are becoming clear.
One essential understanding came to me recently when I
attended Sharda’s Meditation Weekend. It sailed through the air

– a bright comet of truth – and landed lightly in my lap.
“Transformation takes place in the body.” It was immediately
apparent to me that I had never understood this. And what was
truly profound about this revelation was that I had not even
known that I didn’t know.
What a gift clarity is!
The RIMC has given me the tools I need to live more skilfully.
I’m blessed with a community of like-minded folks – some of
whom have become my friends – from whom I receive ongoing
support, without judgement, so that I may venture even more
deeply into the great mystery of life.
Oh yes, and one last thing. I now understand that I never have
any ground under my feet.
What a relief!
With gratitude and much metta,

“I Like the Change” – Deepening into the Dharma
Linea Noels
The bell sings gently, calling us from our brief meditation. I open
my eyes and bow to my teachers. As we go round the circle with
our check in, I am overwhelmed with a sense of gratitude. This
night, these people, and the focus of our intention are the
nourishment that feeds me spiritually for the week. It is Monday
night, and we have gathered once more for our dharma
discussion group.
For two years, since the group’s inception, I have been spending
my Monday nights this way and have never regretted a single
evening of it. I will only give it up when I am forced to by
circumstances beyond my control. Now, this statement may
seem a bit adamant, but I thought carefully before making it.
When I used the words “nourishment” and “feed,” I wasn’t
creating a metaphor; I meant them literally. The Monday dharma
discussion group feeds my spiritual growth and keeps it alive.
The other members of the group, my teachers, are one of the
reasons I am loath to give it up. Very often it is their words or
example that I think of in my daily life, especially during trying
times; they inspire me to try to remain mindful always; they
encourage me toward compassion and peace. When my mind is
squirming and resists the discipline of a personal meditation
practice, it is remembering their dedication that sends me to the
cushion. An equally important benefit of meeting with the same
people week after week is the flowering of our friendship. We are
a group of friends, meeting to help and learn from each other.

Another reason that I want to remain in a discussion group is that
it has helped me immensely in my understanding of the dharma.
I began in the group with rudimentary knowledge: “A” is for
Aversion; “B” is for Buddha, and so on. Even worse, I had many
preconceived notions about various concepts in Buddhism. The
breadth and depth of our discussions has nicely begun the
lifelong task of deepening my knowledge and understanding. It
has also begun to pry me away from my taken-for-granted
notions. I no longer see things as just good or bad, black or
white. The discussion group has given me colour vision.
Additionally, since the discussion group is just that – a discussion
group – it allows me to investigate in depth and at length. We
don’t leave a topic until all members are satisfied, something that
retreats and the Wednesday night sittings simply cannot do. Not
surprisingly, membership in the group has deepened my
appreciation for retreats and Wednesday sittings.
Meeting regularly is also among the reasons I like belonging to a
discussion group. It provides momentum for my understanding.
Let to my own devices, I suspect I might stagnate. There may
not be great gains in understanding in any given week. I don’t
stand up at the end of a discussion and shout, “Eureka! I’ve got
it!” Indeed, some weeks I fear I regress, but I know I am
changing incrementally. I am not the same woman who started in
the discussion group two years ago, and I like the change.
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Holding the Vision
Shannon Corkery
Honest communication is a vital sign of a healthy community.
Our February visioning session was a clear reflection of the
beautiful way our sangha is developing. In groups of four, we
were asked to reflect on our sangha and on aspects where we find
fulfillment and where there are gaps. The visioning process
allowed people who may not be involved in the guiding of the
community to offer their perspective.
For many of us, Dana was our first exposure to insight
meditation, so our sangha represents a new way of seeing and
experiencing our world. For me, it is a community of people
wherein our true nature can be revealed, gently and in a
supportive environment.
The question concerning gaps in the community allowed people
to reflect on where they feel their needs are not being met. I feel
this was a very brave and important question. Some of the themes

that surfaced were isolation, inclusivity and exclusivity, lack of
clarity in structure, gaps in social action, and creativity. One thing
I've personally noticed is that it is common for people to feel
disconnected from the community during their difficult periods.
Many people find it difficult to express their personal feelings
and, as a result, they may feel isolated and withdrawn.
After the process, I found myself feeling excited that we were
able to discuss the messy stuff, but I was also left with many
questions about change, along with some discomfort. I
immediately wanted to find ways to resolve the concerns. A
couple months later, I heard a member of our sangha speak about
the importance of holding the discomfort and being with the
process before attempting to fix everything. I realized that is what
attracted me to the practice: to be with the dirty stuff and
allowing the natural process to unfold.

RIMC Dharma Groups
Chris Gilboy
The Wednesday Night Sitting Group, which first met at Jan
Johnston’s house in September, 1993 as a way for individuals to
support their practice in a group setting, provides a firm
foundation for the RIMC. Since that beginning, a variety of other
groups, including dharma discussion groups, Dana’s experienced
practitioners’ group, a creativity group and a socially engaged
group, have formed and dispersed in response to the changing
needs of community members.
Wed nesd ay Nig ht Sitting Grou p
Within a few months of its starting, the Wednesday Night Sitting
Group moved to the apartment Dana then occupied near the 13th
Avenue Safeway store. A few months later, it found home for the
next four or five years in the studio behind Linda Harcourt’s
house on College Avenue. It then moved to its present location
on Robinson Street.
The sitting group started as a peer group of like-minded people,
but in 1996 or so, when it grew to having more than about ten
regularly attending members, Sharda recommended that it
become a facilitated group led by Dana.
The group is now generally made up of 15 to 25 people whose
meditation experience in terms of sitting time often ranges from
none to many hundreds of hours. The evening typically starts at
7:30 p.m. with a 45-minute silent sitting followed by, first, an
opportunity for anyone present to ask questions or comment on
some aspect of their sitting or other recent meditative experience
that they might wish to share and/or explore, and, second,
discussion around a theme introduced by the facilitator. It ends at
between 9 and 9:15 p.m. with a dedication of merit and
announcements. The library is then opened for members who
wish to borrow tapes or books, and those who wish to socialize
stay for a while to drink tea and converse.
The group’s safe and respectful atmosphere is kept through a
shared agreement that includes welcoming new members,
speaking from personal experience as it relates to meditation
practice and/or the teachings, understanding that sharing is
totally voluntary and silence is fine, listening without interruption,
refraining from offering advice to one another unless requested,

maintaining non-judgemental attitudes toward self and others,
and holding in confidence whatever sharing takes place.
D har ma Disc ussion Gro up s
Within two or three years of RIMC's formation in 1994, several
dharma discussion groups began to meet to provide a way for
their members to deepen their understanding of both the
Buddhadharma and insight meditation practice. Most if not all
participants find the opportunity to explore deeply and practise
the dharma in a small, caring group is immensely beneficial to
their spiritual development. Also, they are able to benefit the
wider community through, for example, more active and
informed participation in discussions at the Wednesday Night
Sitting Group
Our dharma discussion groups typically comprise six to ten
Vipassana meditation practitioners who have an established
practice and retreat experience, and who commit to gathering on
a regular basis – weekly, bi-weekly or monthly. As well, each
group generally contains two or more seasoned practitioners with
several years of discussion group experience – they are committed
to supporting the process and maintaining the focus. Groups
made up of more than ten people tend to be unwieldy as not
everyone may have an opportunity to speak at a meeting.
Specific details concerning ways in which each group operates are
decided by consensus of its members during the first few
meetings – this includes such basic matters as what the group’s
format will be, how often it will meet, and where and when it will
meet. Aspects of the following pattern commonly develop:
• Last one-and-a-half to two hours
• Led by a facilitator chosen on a rotating basis
• Include a short opening period of meditation, individual
check-in by members, presentation on a chosen theme by
designated members, open discussion, closing meditation,
individual check-out, and selection of next meeting's
theme, facilitator and designated presenters
• Between meetings, all members reflect on their experiential
connections to, and understandings of, the theme so they
can share them
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•

•

•

•

All personal input is kept confidential amongst group
members in order to build trust and provide a safe
environment for open discussion
Members witness each other's spiritual process and refrain
from offering advice unless specifically requested to do so;
this does not preclude group members offering support to
each other.
Group membership may remain open for several months
after formation but is usually then available only upon
consensual acceptance of a request by the established
members; thereafter it is usually available only if space(s)
become vacant and group consensus supports opening the
group to new members and
Dana, as our Community Dharma Leader, will, if
requested, attend a group meeting to offer support,
guidance and/or teachings; such occasions provide an
opportunity for group members to offer dana.

Over the years, discussion groups have come and gone. The first
of them met weekly on Sunday afternoons for five or six years
before coming to a natural end in about 2001. Another,
specifically for young people in their late teens through their
twenties, met weekly for about a year before the cross-Canada
mobility of its members made participation too irregular to allow
gatherings to be sufficiently meaningful and effective.
At present, three RIMC dharma discussion groups are active. Of
these, one has been meeting monthly on Sunday mornings for
many years, another has been meeting weekly on Monday
evenings for two years, and the third meets biweekly on Thursday
evenings.

Da na ’s Ex perienc ed Practition er s’ Gro up
This group, made up of RIMC practitioners invited by Dana
because of their relatively long retreat and sitting experience, met
biweekly. Dana prepared an introductory talk around a particular
preset theme, which would then be discussed in light of
members’ personal experiences and background reading. A
notable feature was the practicable inclusion of someone living in
Manitoba by our using a speaker phone. The group lasted about a
year but Dana was not able to continue as she could no longer
afford to keep that evening open on a dana basis.
Creativity Group
Five or so artistically minded RIMC members made a concerted
effort to establish a dharma creativity group. They met four or
five times to try to establish conditions that would provide a
regular opportunity for them to be spontaneously creative
together. As with Dana’s experienced practitioners’ group, time
was the main obstacle. Already-busy schedules of all who were
then involved precluded their allotting the three to four hours
biweekly or monthly that they felt were required for the group to
explore different areas of creativity.
Socially E ngaged Grou p
A group of Regina-based RIMC members who embrace socially
engaged Buddhist practice met monthly for about two years
between 2002 and 2004 to explore their personal relationship to
the suffering in the world. A foundational understanding was that
our response to the world’s suffering in any of its manifestations
is an expression of our interconnectedness with all beings. The
words of Bernie Glassman, “Because we are one, we act,” very
much reflected their motivation. Joanna Macy’s writings and
teachings, especially those around deep ecology were much used
as a basis for the group’s explorations.

RIMC Finances, 2003 to 2005
Chris Gilboy
I hope all readers will take time to look carefully at the
information summarizing how RIMC revenues have been
generated over the past three years and what our main areas of
expenditure are.
The prime area of financial activity that RIMC undertakes each
year is organizing retreats. In 2005, we held four retreats (see
table below) – two of which were residential (Sharda’s in May,
Howie’s in November) and two non-residential. They had a
total financial turnover of about $25,000, and were attended by
130 retreatants. When we run retreats, the manager bases the
registration fee on a break-even attendance of about 22 fullName of Retreat

Teacher

Dates (2005)

1. Finding a Balance

Joanne
Broatch

11 to 13 March

2. Journey to Your Heart

Sharda
Rogell

21 to 28 May

3. Wise Speech

Sharda
Rogell

4. Turning Toward
the Dharma

Howard
Cohn

paying retreatants for residential, 26 for non-residential, though
these numbers may vary depending on how many people the
manager thinks might participate. Retreats, as with RIMC
finances in general, are never run to make a profit – though in
2005 all four brought in surpluses ranging from $418 to $1,137
for a total through the year of $3,023.
You’ll notice from the tables of annual revenues for the past
three years that the retreat surplus has formed the major source
of RIMC income. This has not been intentional, yet has been
instrumental in enabling us to provide increasingly substantial
scholarship funding, which increased from $600 in 2003 to
Number of
Retreatants
34

Income

Expenses Balance

2,780

1,779

1,001

27

11,832

11,414

418

17, 18 September

30

2,240

1,773

467

10 to 13 November

39

8,280

7,143

1,137

TOTAL

130

25,132

22,109

3,023
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FILL

AREA OF REVENUE
Retreat Surplus
Scholarship Fund
Newsletter - Donations
Library
Classes/sitting days
Community donations
Days of Mindfulness
Inquiring Mind - Donations
Sharda's Retirement - Donations
Website Development - Donations
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

2005
3,023
430
0
190
550
515
50
119
0
350
87
5,314

FILL

AREA OF EXPENDITURE
Newsletter
Scholarships
Library
Classes/sitting days
Donations
Air mattresses for retreats
Other running costs
Sharda's Retirement Fund
Dana's Development
TOTAL

2005
0
2,315
117
0
0
216
528
1,480
0
4,656

FILL

AREA OF REVENUE
Retreat Surplus
Scholarship Fund
Newsletter - Donations
Library
Classes/sitting days
Community donations
Days of Mindfulness
Inquiring Mind - Donations
Sharda's Retirement - Donations
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

2004
4,447
450
370
315
390
523
181
275
280
5
7,236

FILL

AREA OF EXPENDITURE
Newsletter
Scholarships
Library
Classes/sitting days
Donations
Other running costs
Sharda's Retirement Fund
Dana's development
TOTAL

2004
2,035
1,660
273
198
515
694
0
800
6,175

FILL

AREA OF REVENUE
Retreat Surplus
Scholarship Fund
Newsletter
Library
Classes/sitting days
dana
Community donations
Miscellaneous
CDL Program
TOTAL

2003
1,710
505
835
278
1,518
250
276
31
0
5,403

FILL

AREA OF EXPENDITURE
Newsletter
Scholarships
Library
Classes/sitting days
Retreat dana
Other donations
Office supplies
Other running costs
Sharda's Retirement Fund
CDL Program
TOTAL

2003
540
600
256
620
250
130
333
623
1,000
1,128
5,480

Tables and pie charts to show comparisons of RIMC revenues and expenses during the period 2003 to 2005.
$1660 in 2004, and to $2315 in 2005).
In addition, RIMC annually contributes to a retirement fund for
Sharda (the $1480 given in 2005 was a late transfer for 2004, so
the 2005 contribution will appear in the 2006 financial report,
meaning we are $1000+ behind schedule), and donates to the
Diversity Fund at Spirit Rock and to Inquiring Mind (both of
which are also behind schedule, meaning that close to another
$400 still needs to be paid for 2005, but will appear as a 2006
expense). Had the $1480 contribution to Sharda’s retirement fund
actually been made in 2004, the apparent $1061 surplus in 2004
would have been a $419 deficit. Also, had the $1400 still owing
for 2005 been paid last year (and remembering the $1480 would
not now be a 2005 expense), the total 2005 expenditure would
show as $4576, giving a surplus of $738.
Another major expense is the printing and mailing of this
newsletter. It amounted to $540 in 2003, $2035 in 2004 when two
issues were distributed, and $0 in 2005 as production of this issue

has been delayed until February 2006. We expect this expense to
decrease significantly once our website is functional.
The 2005 surplus exists mainly because there were no
expenditures on …..connections….. or on supporting Dana’s
practice, and because of a single, very generous $700 donation
(see “Community Members’ News”, p. 15).
Overall, RIMC revenues and expenses are very delicately
balanced, which is essentially what the Sangha Council is trying to
achieve. My perception is that we have been fortunate in having
received income from retreat surpluses, but cannot and should
not count on this as a reliable source as the intention is that
retreats simply break even. As a community of dharma
practitioners, we might do well to try to undertake some fundraising activities so that we do not have to rely on retreat
surpluses, yet can continue to provide scholarships and other
means of helping to nurture the dharma within our sangha and
elsewhere.

RIMC’s “Mindfulness of Community” Process
Chris Gilboy
For just over a year now, Regina-based members of our
community have been involved in a process that provides a
unique opportunity to vision, plan and work together in a way
that is mindful and that reflects the dharma. It is new territory for
most of us, a rich learning on how to bring our practice more
fully into the everyday life of our community.
The process began in January 2005 when an initial gathering of
volunteers brought together many of those who have generously
contributed their time, energy, talents and resources to benefit the
community in some way. We are all aware that it is through the
generosity of sangha members that a vibrant, caring community

has taken root and grown over the 13 years since its beginning.
Gatherings like this help build, strengthen and diversify our
network of service.
On February 19th, 2005, a larger community “Visioning Café”
followed at which participants reflected on three questions: What
draws me to this practice? What do we see emerging in our
community? Where do we want to focus our energy? From the
conversations held at the café tables came a sense of what we
value as a community, how we want to develop and where we
need clarity. There was, for example, an expressed need for more
opportunities to connect socially, and, as a result, several people
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have spontaneously offered to host potluck suppers over the past
few months. Also, the Sangha Council has noticed that, in
general, many in our community now seem to feel more secure in
expressing their views even if they know those views might be
controversial for they also apparently trust that our shared
agreement encouraging non-judgmental attitudes will be
respected, especially as their offerings are given with the intention
to help themselves and others, and their listeners appreciate this.
In communicating with each other, we are all learning to open to
our differences with more acceptance and less judgement.
Following the Visioning Café, Sangha Council discovered there
were differences of opinion as to how we should continue the
process of building community. This has been deeply challenging
for council members, but our commitment to engage with each
other in ways that are aligned with dharma teachings greatly help
as we work through those differences. We practise as best we can
moment-to-moment mindfulness, wise speech, attentive listening,
inclusivity, patience, sitting with our discomfort, and widening
our capacity to respect and incorporate each others’ viewpoints
and understandings. We endeavour to honour our council
agreement to guide our community through consensual decisions.
Expressing and working through our differences respectfully and
effectively have been, and are, powerful learning experiences for
each of us. Complicating everything are our outside
responsibilities, which often occupy much of our time and
attention. Given these conditions, the process may have taken
longer than some sangha members might have expected – yet for
council, rushing any decisions would, in the long term, be
unfruitful and, perhaps, divisory for the council and consequently
for our community.
In midst of the Sangha Council’s deliberations, a follow-up
information meeting took place last September. It provided the
opportunity for sangha members to become more familiar with
the history and workings of the community, and to engage in
dialogue which resulted in the development of an increased sense
of priorities amongst those in attendance. A real understanding of
Dana’s reliance on dana became clear to all, for example, and has,
Dana says, made a substantial difference to what she is given to
help her meet her basic livelihood needs.
So it is that we approach our February gathering at our sangha’s
Regina refuge at 2672 Robinson Street. After a potluck breakfast,
we will continue to build on the work we have done so far. Our
focus will be guided by what we learn from members as, in the
days prior to the gathering, we speak to many of our community
members. Now that we have had a year to reflect on and
experience some fruits of what we shared at the first Visioning
Café, the continuation promises to be a rich experience for all
involved and to be useful toward guiding our community’s future
directions.
The more who take part in the process, the more completely
whatever emerges will reflect RIMC – and what emerges is truly
dependent on who is there, what their understanding of the
dharma is, what they contribute in speaking their truth, how
empathetically they listen to others, and how effectively all this
translates into whatever changes come about.
I find that the Buddha’s direct teachings on social interaction and
the conditions conducive to the welfare of a community, even

though they were often given to a community of monks, really
help me in how I hold RIMC in my heart. Furthermore, I find
these teachings provide useful guidance to how I conduct myself
within other groups such as my family and my colleagues at work.
In hope that some readers will find them similarly useful (and
remembering that the Buddha urged his listeners not to accept
anything he taught as being true unless they found what he said to
be true in their own experience), I offer in point form some
relevant notes I have made from two suttas (sutta is the pali word
for a discourse of the Buddha).
Six Roots of Dispute (Samagana Sutta, Majjhima Nikaya 104; II,
245-247) one or more of which are present in a person capable of
creating discord:
• Anger and resentment
• Contempt and insolence
• Envy and niggardliness
• Deceit and fraud
• Evil-wishing and holding of wrong view
• Tenacious adherence to own views.
Six Roots of Cordiality (Samagana Sutta, Majjhima Nikaya 104; II,
250-251) that create love and respect, and are conducive to
cohesion, non-dispute, concord, and unity:
• Bodily acts of loving-kindness both in public and private
toward Sangha companions
• Verbal acts of loving-kindness both in public and private
toward Sangha companions
• Mental acts of loving-kindness both in public and private
toward Sangha companions
• Enjoying things in common with Sangha companions
• Unreservedly sharing righteous gain with Sangha
companions
• Dwelling both in public and private possessing in common
with Sangha companions the view that is noble and
emancipating, leading the one who practises in accordance
with it to the complete destruction of suffering.
Seven conditions conducive to the welfare of the Sangha
(Mahaparinibbana Sutta, Digha Nikaya 16; II, 72-77) so that it
prospers and does not decline):
• Holding regular and frequent meetings
• Meeting in harmony, breaking up in harmony, and carrying
on business in harmony
• Not authorizing what has not already been authorized, and
not abolishing what has been authorized, but proceeding
according to what has been authorized by rules of training
• Honouring, revering, and saluting elders of long standing
• Not falling prey to craving that arises and leads to rebirth
• Devotion to forest lodgings
• Preserving mindfulness of body so that in future their good
companions will come to them, and those already present
will feel at ease with them.
If you wish to be involved in the upcoming, potentially heartopening “Mindfulness of Our Community” experience, please
keep the morning of Saturday 18th February free. So that we
know approximately how many to expect, please call me at 5220616 (leave a message if I’m not at home) or e-mail me at
cgilboy@ir.gov.sk.ca
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Susan Neden

Susan Neden

Summaries of community input at RIMC’s Visioning Café, February 19th, 2005.

Community Members’ News
Maureen McKenzie and Dana Anjali
Terry and Veronica Marner have been in touch from Victoria
where they retired to late last summer, and where they are already
sitting with a Vipassana meditation group. For those who are
new to the community, they were actively involved with RIMC
for over ten years. Veronica served for many years on the original
Sangha Council, facilitated the Wednesday Night Sitting Group
from time to time, and was a member of the first RIMC
discussion group. Before they left this summer, they had a two
day garage sale, and very generously donated the $700 in
proceeds to RIMC. We have placed half their donation into the
Scholarship Fund and will use the other half to help develop the
website. We wish them well, and send metta and gratitude for
their amazing generosity. May they visit us here soon.
Laura and Kelly Bourassa were also very much involved in our
community until they left two years ago to work in Ethiopia on a
CIDA (Canadian International Development Agency) posting.
Laura and Kelly were council members for many years, with
Laura being our Volunteer Co-ordinator and occasionally
facilitating the Wednesday Night Sitting Group. After a few
months back in Regina last summer, they moved to Zanzibar,
where Laura is the United Nations consultant on Governance.
We wish them well. Kelly, we offer you our condolences on the
loss of your mother, Eva, this past August, and are glad you and
Laura were with her when she died.
We also send loving-kindness to Brian Brunskill, whose mother,
Evelyn, passed away peacefully on 19th November.

At the other end of the life-scale, Ethan Smith was born on
Sunday, 27th November, 2005, a second son for Cory and
Wendy, and a brother for Noah.
From time to time, we acknowledge with gratitude those
amongst our community who give time and effort to help keep
RIMC functioning smoothly. Included are our Wednesday Night
greeters, Shannon and Bob Corkery, Maureen McKenzie, Susan
Wiebe and Brian Brunskill all of whom also help put up posters
as do several others in RIMC. Maureen and Susan, along with Liz
Gavin and David Thompson keep our tape and book library
functioning efficiently. Maureen also looks after our e-mail tree
and helps with registrations for retreats. Others who manage or
register for retreats include Dana, Jill Forrester, Chris Gilboy,
Cherie Westmoreland, Shannon and Susan. David is in charge of
RIMC’s mailing list. Chris edits …..connections….. Brian oversees
and participates in improvements to 2672 Robinson. Bill Owens
and Linea Noels do a great job of keeping the grounds around
2672 looking good. The majority of those mentioned, along with
Diane Mullen and Yvette Young, also help prepare mail-outs.
Isobel Solano and Sandra Brandt have hosted pot-luck suppers.
When Dana has recently been away, Wednesday Night Sitting
Group facilitators have included Jill, Cherie, Susan, Chris,
Maureen, Shannon, and Kinda Kealy. With apologies to anyone
whom we have missed naming, we thank each and every one of
all those whose logistical help keeps our community going. You
are never taken for granted.

RIMC members at the pot-luck supper
at Isobel Solano’s, 7th May, 2005.
Left: Veronica Marner, Maureen
McKenzie, Patti Hamel and Diane
Mullen (left to right).
Right: Kinda Kealy, Morgan Reed,
Ruth Card, and Chris Gilboy (left to
right).
Maureen McKenzie

Maureen McKenzie
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Connect–ed
This issue of …..connections….. has been long in the making. I
apologize to contributors (many of whom met September or
October deadlines) and readers alike for its lateness, and thank
you all for your patience. Parts of it were being written and
rewritten to within hours of its being taken to the printer. I hope
you will find the result both interesting and useful. Its contents
largely focus on the history of our sangha, the Regina Insight
Meditation Community, on our present organizational structure,
on our activities, and on the value several of those activities to
some RIMC members.
The need for devoting an issue of our newsletter to these topics
became apparent at last February’s exciting and eye-opening
Visioning Café (was it really a year ago?). I found the enthusiasm
and wisdom of participants truly exhilarated me as, under the
capable guidance of Susan Neden and Barb Bell, we offered our
ideas and viewpoints about our community, and I heard much of
great potential value toward influencing our future directions. What
also became apparent were what seemed to me and other Sangha

Council members to be misunderstandings about how and by
whom RIMC is guided, and about the ways in which following
dharma principles can make management of some of our
activities very different from that of most other associations. We
also felt that wider knowledge of how we reached where we are at
today would be somehow helpful at future community gatherings
at which we reflect on where we are and where we wish to go.
With the next such gathering due to take place on February 18th,
we hope that what is written here will be helpful background
information for all who plan to take part in it, as well as being of
interest to others in our sangha who are unable to attend.
I am not sure when the next issue of …..connections….. will be
ready to send out – it depends in part on whether we have
sufficient funds, and on other factors such as when our 2007
retreat calendar is set, when a decision is reached as to what our
next theme will be, when contributions are received, and when I
can make time to put it all together. I hope I will be able to work
on it toward the end of this year.
Chris Gilboy

Sangha as Refuge
“Venerable Sir, this is half of the holy life, that is, good friendship, good companionship, good comradeship.”
“Not so, Ananda! Not so Ananda! This is the entire holy life, Ananda, that is good friendship, good companionship, good comradeship.
When a bhikku has a good friend, a good companion, a good comrade, it is to be expected that he will develop and cultivate the Noble
Eightfold Path.”
Samyutta Nikaya (Mahavagga – Mahasamyutta 2)

Regina Insight Meditation Community
c/o Apt E – 2334 College Avenue, Regina, SK S4P 1C7
If you wish to be deleted from our mailing list, please email
us at: rimcmail@canoemail.com
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